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Practice-Based vs Practice-Led

"• If a creative artifact is the basis of the contribution to knowledge,
the research is practice-based. 

• If the research leads primarily to new understandings about
practice, it is practice-led."

(Candy and Edmonds, 2018: 64)



Shift from Practice-
Based
Submission…





…To 
Practice-Led
Submission



The Practice in Practice-Led

The practice in my practice-led approach is located within my
own artistic practice which involves the composing, conducting,
and playing of workshops scores for artistic learning. In this
sense, it is a form of performative research (Haseman, 2006),
which draws from qualitative methodologies but is distinguished
from them based on three characteristics.



The Practice in Practice-Led

1. My research is in and through artistic practice (Borgdorff, 2011,
p. 45) which is itself predisposed to being “discovery-led” (Rubidge,
2005, p. 8; Borgdorff, 2011, p. 56) and fuelled by an ‘enthusiasm for
the practice’ which generates its own routes for emerging
knowledge (Haseman, 2006, p. 100) i.e. based on intuition and
experimentation-led.



The Practice in Practice-led

2. The research outputs and claims for knowing conducted
through my practice-led approach must be made through the
symbolic language my practice has established (Haseman, 2006, p.
101). This symbolic language is distilled within the workshop scores
contained in the portfolio component of this submission–but the
creation of symbolic and specialist language is also to describe my
practice and constitutes a large part of the post-rationalisation of
my practice within the exegesis of this thesis.



The Practice in Practice-led

3. The experiential knowledge created through this inquiry
requires readers to play the workshop scores themselves, ideally
with me, to gain a full understanding of the multidimensional (i.e.
explicit and tacit) knowledge produced by the practice-led inquiry.



Practice-Led Thesis

My  thesis document is an exegesis of a praxical engagement
(i.e. tacit knowledge generated through handling of the
materials of a practice-led inquiry) (Bolt, 2007, p. 31). 

The intention underpinning this exegesis is to communicate
emergent knowledge gained through the practice-led research
and to bring these insights into dialogue with existing practical
and theoretical paradigms (Bolt, 2007, p. 33).



Practice-Led Portfolio

Planning (composing) a workshop
Acting (playing and conducting the workshop) and Observing
what occurs
Reflecting on the processes that unfolded and the
consequences and then
Re-planning
Acting and Observing
Reflecting, and so on until the cycle is brought up to date.

The portfolio component of my PhD submission attempts to map
my research journey of composing, conducting and playing
workshops as artistic learning environments, contextualising them
and reflecting upon how I developed them and what knowledge
this process yielded, onto the following action-research structure
adapted from (Kemmis et al 2014, p. 18):



Shift/Work
Collaborative research
undertaken through
Critical Participatory
Action Research
(Kemmis, et al. 2014).
Produces artifacts of
knowledge in the form of
visual and written scores.
Invested in a paragogic
practice-led approach
to critically developing
artistic
understandings of
epistemological rhetorics
we create or engage
with.

http://www.shift-work.org.uk/











